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CRITICAL COMPARISONS OF RF FIELD DELIVERY METHODS TO 
THERMAL RESPONSES OF MODELS AND EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The interaction of high frequency (HF) electromagnetic 
fields with objec·ts of various shapes, including figurines 
representing man, composed of synthetic muscle material has 
been studied and reported previously [l] [2]. The objects 
were exposed to very high frequency (VHF) electromagnetic 
fields in a resonant cavity designed to simulate HF exposure 
conditions under various field impedance conditions. The 
frequency of exposure, size, and conductivity of the objects 
were scaled appropriately to simulate exposure of larger 
objects to HF electromagnetic fields. Since the cavity 
operates at a frequency of approximately 144 MHz, models of 
1/5 scale or smaller can be used to simulate both near field 
and far field exposure conditions for full scale objects 
below' 30 MHz. An electromagnetic near field synthesizer of . 
another type was constructed by the National Bureau of 
Standards for the United States Air Force School of Aerospace 
Medicine (USAFSAM) at Brooks Air Force Base, Texas, during 

1. 

2. 

Guy, A.W., M.D. Webb, A.F. Emery, R.H. Willard, and 
J.C. Lin, "High frequency electromagnetic fields in 
phantom models of man and measured electrical proper
ties of tissue mate:?:"ials," BEMRL, Dept. Rehab. Med., 
Univ. Wash. School of Med., Seattle, Sci. Rpt. No. 3, 
July 1974. US1i.FSAM Contract No. F41609-73-C-0002. 

Guy, A.W., M.D. Webb, and C.C. Serens~~, "Determination 
of power absorption in man exposed to high frequency 
electromagnetic fields by thermographic measurements on 
scale models," IEEE Trans. Bicmed. Eng., September · 
1976, (in press). 
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the same time period [3]. The synthesizer provides independent 
excitation of high level electric and magnetic fields in the 
frequency range of 10 to 30 MHz. The system was designed to 
expose various test animals under near field·conditions to 
assess the biological effects of HF fields. 

The purpose of this report is to present a summary of 
the results of measurements taken by University of Washington, 
Bioelectromagnetics Research Laboratory (UW BEMRL) personnel 
while on a field trip to USAFSAM to compare the near field 
synthesizer delivery system to that of the VHF resonant 
cavity system-at the University of Washington. Some of the 
other USAFSAM exposure systems were also used to expose 
various biological models. One was a high frequency strip
line exposure system designed to provide high level HF 
electromagnetic fields in the frequency range 5 - 40 MHz for 
exposure of biological models and animals [4]. Another 
exposure system allows plane wave exposure of actual or 
phantom biological objects to high level electromagnetic 
(EM) fields in the frequency range 300-3000 MHz (UHF) to 
microwaves [5]. No comparisons were made of the effectiveness 
of the latter exposure system, however, since the UW BEMRL 
did not possess similar facilities at the time of the work. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK 

The comparisons of the measurements at USAFSAM were 
made from March 17, 1975 to March 28, 1975. Thermographic 
equipment, model forms, material for constructing biological 

3. Development and Construction of an Electromagnetic 
Near-_Field S}·nthesizer. NBS Tech. Note 652, May 197 4. 

4. Mitchell, J.C., "A radiofrequency radiation exposure 
apparatus," SAM-TR-i0-43, USAF School of Aerospace 
Med., Brooks Air Force Base, T~xas. 

s. Tech. Bull. 31-2, "Eccosorb Anechoic Tapered Chamber 
·Kits. Emerson & Cuming, Inc., Canton, Ma. 
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· models, and related equipment used to thermographically 

obtain the field distribution patterns in models exposed in 

·the UW BEMRL resonant cavity were transported to USAFSAM. 

The use of the same thermographic equipment and model molds 

for the exposure work performed at USAFSAM facilitated the 

comparison of the delivery systems by decreasing the number 

of variables. Biological model forms used in the experi-

ments at 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 
6. 
7. 

8. 

USAFSAM were: 

6 cm diameter sphere 

8.6 cm diameter sphere 

11.1 cm diameter sphere 

2:1 prolate spheroid, a= 6.82 cm 

5:1 prolate spheroid, a= 12.57 cm 

7.73:1 prolate spheroid, a= 16.81 cm 

3.13:1 prolate spheroid, a= 19.6 cm 

l/4.62th scale human being, h = 37.7 cm. 

The 8.6 cm and 11.1 cm diameter spheres, the 5:1 prolate 

spheroid, and the scale model human being were used at the 

UW BEMRL to evaluate the absorption in man exposed to HF 
. . 

frequencies by exposing the models to VHF frequencies in the 

resonant cavity. These models are the basis of the verifica

tion and comparison of specific absorption rate (SAR) 

patterns produced by the USAFSAM near field synthesizer and 

the UW BEMRL VHF resonant cavity. During the interval 

between the initial test in the VHF resonant cavity and the 

verification tests in the near field synthesizer, a new 

technique for model sectioning was developed at UW BEMRL. 

The previous techniques developed by Guy et al., [6] [7] for 

6. 

7. 

Guy, A.W., "Analyses of electromagnetic fields induced 
in biological tissues by thermographic studies on 
equivalent phantom models," IEEE Trans. Microwave 
Theory Tech., 19:2 205-214, February 1971. 

Guy, A.W., "Quantitation of induced electromagnetic 
field patterns in tissue and associated biological 
effects," Biologic Effects and Health Hazards of Micro
wave Radiation, Proc. Int'l Symp., Warsaw, October 
1973, Polish Medical Publishers, Warsaw, 1974, . 
pp. 203-216. 
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measuring power deposition patterns in biological tissues 

exposed to EM fields by thermographic measurements using 

phantom models were limited to symmetrical models 

exposed to a linearly polarized field. The power absorption 

patterns in such models could only be measured in the median 

plane which was aligned parallel to the incident electric 

field. This restriction was imposed because the flat surfaces 

of each half of the model were covered with a thin sheet of 

plastic to facilitate their separation. The plastic sheet 

interrupted any induced currents that would normally flow 

non-parallel to the median plane of separation. This 

limited the use of the older model to cases where such currents 

did not exist. The important dosimetry problem, however, of 

measuring the SAR in a regular shaped body such as man 

exposed to arbitrary fields requires a more general technique. 

In order to extend the old technique to handle this new 

class of problems, the phantom models simulating the biological 

objects were modified so the proper electrical contact could 

be maintained between any two sections of the bisected model 

[8]. The new technique utilizes a silk screen layer in 

place of the plastic sheet glued over each half-section of 

the model. After the synthetic tissue gel is poured and set 

in the two halves of the model, the models are placed together 

with the silk screen surfaces in contact. Good adhesion and 

electrical coupling between the two halves is obtained 

through the gel flowins,-intq and through the silk screen 
/2.:,,;,,:<-- p AY';/_;,__,</ ~~-_,t;,.-- •. 

boundary. · The models can easily be separated and rejoined 

repeatedly without loss of adhesion or electrical continuity. 

The new sectioning technique was used almost exclusively 

during the tests in the USAFSAM exposure systems. Several 

tests were made using the old model sectioning technique in 

the near field synthesizer so comparisons between 

the two exposure systems could be made. 

8. Guy, A.W., M.D. Webb, and J.A. McDougall, "A new technique 
for measuring power deposition patterns in phantoms exposed 
to EM fields of arbitrary polarization - example, the 
microwave oven, 11 IMPI Microwave Power Symp., Univ. 
Waterloo, Waterloo, Ont., Can., May 1975, pp. 36-47. 

/ -
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The near field synthesizer shown in Fig. 1 has the 

capability of producing fields of several combinations. Two 

horizontal plates spaced 75 cm apart produce a uniformly 

distributed vertical electric field between them. In the 

center between the plates the loop inductor provides a 

magnetic field parallel to the axis of the loop. Since the 

loop can be rotated over any angle with respect to the 

plate, the relative orientation between electric and magnetic 

fields can be varied from parallel to.perpendicular. The 

major comparisons between the near field synthesizer and the 

VHF cavity were made using electric fields a~e and magnetic 

fields alone. In addition, tests were made where the models ---·--
were also exposed in the USAFSAM near field synthesizer to 

both electric and magnetic fields with the field vectors 

aligned parallel. Although such a configuration is not 

realistic in terms of simulating most near field situations, 

it provides another means of evaluating the system since the 

·components of electric field induced in the model due to the 

applied electric and magnetic fields are orthogonal and the 

SAR contributed by each should add directly. This particular 

field configuration could not be produced in the VHF resonant 

cavity so the results of this exposure were compared only to 

available theoretical solutions. The models were also 

exposed to 19 MHz HF fields in the USAFSAM stripline 
exposure apparatus, shown in Figure 2, and to a 

1600 MHz plane wave EM field in an anechoic chamber, shown 

in Fig. 3. Thermographic measurements of SAR were also made 

of 40 gm mice and 200 gm rats exposed to high power microwave 

brain deactivators used at the University of Texas Medical 

School, shown in Figure 4, and USAFSAM. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Near Field Synthesizer 

· -The majority of the phantom models used at USAFSAM 

were scaled according to the procedures reported in [1]. 

Thus, even though the models were being exposed to 19 MHz 

electric and magnetic fields in the near field synthesizer, 

they were actually simulating full-scale 70 kg objects being 

exposed to lower frequency electric and magnetic fields. 

The one exception to this was the full-scale 3.13:1 ellipsoid 

model used to simulate a full-scale monkey. Table I lists 

the dimensions and scale factors for these models a..~d the 

simulated frequencies for an exposed full scale 70 kg model 

both at the USAFSAM facilities and the OW BEMRL facilities. 

It is obvious from the table that direct comparisons cannot 

be made because the simulated frequencies are not identical 

for the two exposure systems. However, by assuming that the 

specific absorption rate is directly proportional to frequency 

squared (f2), the measured SAR at USAFSAM may be multiplied 

by the ratio of the two simulated frequencies·and then 

compared with the measurements in the VHF resonant cavity at 

UW BEMRL. Thus, for models with a scale factor of 4.62, the 

SAR frequency scale factor (FSF) equals (31.0/4.11) 2, and 

for those with scale factor of 5.95, FSF = (24.1/3.19) 2• 

Table II illustrates the actual field conditions and measured 

SAR values as a result of exposing various models in the 

near field synthesizer at 19 MHz. The fi= ~ column lists 

( 
-=· 
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the size and type of object, the scale factor, and the type 

of interface between the two halves of the model. The 

second column illustrates the polarization_of various field 

components at the plane of separation of the model. The 

third column illustrates the input power to the near field 

synthesizer, the fourth column illustrates the electric 

field strength,_ the fifth column illustrates the magnetic 

field strength, the sixth column the exposure time, the 

seventh column the maximum increase in temperature, measured 

thermographically as described in the following sections, 

the eighth column the maximum SAR, as calculated from the 

temperature rise, and the last column the maximum theoretical 

SAR where applicable. In the normal application of the 

thermographic technique for measuring SAR, the model is 

first exposed to the particular source of interest except at 

a considerably higher power level. The higher than norm.al 

power level is needed to heat the phantom model in the 

shortest possible time. After the short exposure, the model 

is quic~ly disassembled and the temperature pattern over the 

surface of the separation is observed and recorded by means 

of a thermograph. Exposures are normally applied over a 5-

60 sec time interval, depending on the source. After a 3-

15 sec delay for separating the two halves of the model, 

recording is done within 1/16 sec. Since the thermal 

diffusivity of the model is low, the difference in measured 

temperature distribution before and after heating will 

closely approximate the heating distribution over the flat 

surface, except for regions of high temperature gradient, 

where there may be some error due to heat diffusion. In 

this investigation, however, due to power limitations, most 

of the exposure times using the USAFSAM facilities were far 

in excess of 60 min, as shown in Table II, so we can expect 

considerable error due to heat diffusion. ~.n analysis by 

the General Electric Company, appearing in one of our reports 

7 
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[9] indicates that a significant error, for instance, up to 

57% can result in the thermographic recording, from thermal 

diffusion effects during a 5 min exposure .. time with the 

assumption that the heating volume corresponds to al" 

diameter sphere. The error can even be greater if the 

heating area is smaller or is non-uniform • 

The SAR data obtained by the thermographic measurements 

scaled to full-scale models and normalized to a squared 

electric field intensity (E 2) for the electric field exposure 

and magnetic field intensity (H2) for magnetic field exposure 

and are tabulated in Table III. The measured values from 

the USAFSAM exposures were compared to the results obtained 

from the UW BEMRL exposure system by scaling them up in 

frequency by the FSF factor described above. In addition, 

for the case of the spheroids, the measured values were 

compared to theoretical values based on the analysis by 

Durney and Johnson [10]. Equations were program.~ed on a 

Hewlett-Packard 65 hand calculator to facilitate rapi9 

computation. This program and user instructions are given in 

the Appendix. Detailed discussion of the exposure methods 

and thermographic results are discussed below. 

1. Exposure of Spheroiqal Models 

a. Electric Field 

All of the models exposed to the elec_tric 

field configuration were oriented with their sectioning 

9. Guy, A.W., M.D. Webb, and J.A. McDougall, "Assessment 
of the EM field coupling of 915 MHz oven door leakage 
to human subjects by thezmographic studies on equivalent 
phantom models," BEMRL,·oept. Rehab. Med., Univ. Wash. 
School of Med., Seattle, Sci. Rpt. No. 7, March 1976. 
General Electric Co. Contract No. PO 112-ZA20-224549-P. 

10. Durney, C.H., c.c. Johnson, and H. Massoudi, "Long
wavelength analysis of plane wave irradiation of a 
prolate spheroid model of man," IEEE Trans. Microwave 
Theory Tech., 23:2: 246-253, February 1975. 
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plane parallel to the electric field vector between the 
_plates of the near field synthesizer shown in Fig. l. The 
spheroids exposed in this configuration were irradiated for 
5 min. As discussed previously, this is much longer than 
the usual exposure time for thermographic measurements but 
the long exposure was required to obtain discernible temper
ature differences. In some cases, this exposure time was 
insufficient to produce a measurable temperature increase as 
was the case for the sphere exposed to the electric field 
with the results shown in Fig. 5-a for simulating the full
scale exposure to 4.11 MHz and in Fig. 5-b simulating a 
full-scale exposure to 3.19 MHz. The upper left photograph 
of the figures illustrates the intensity scan where brightness 
is proportional to temperature and SAR. The upper right 
photograph of the figures is the profile scan (a vertical 
array of single line scans where the vertical deflection of 
each scan is proportional to the temperature or SAR). 
Finally, at the bottom of each figure, there is a double 
exposed line scan, one trace taken before exposure and one 
trace taken after exposure along the line section marked on 
the intensity scan •. For these cases, the resolution was 
very poor and resulted in calculated SAR values far in 
excess of the theoretical values. This was due principally 
to diffusion of heat from the foam container to the synthetic 
muscle material contained therein. Since the electric field 
values are quite high in foam as compared to the muscle as 
the result of the large ratio in dielectric constants, even 
a small loss factor in the foam can result in SAR values 
higher than that in the synthetic muscle. Over the long 
time period of exposure, this heat diffused into the synthetic 
muscle material increased its temperature and resulted in 
calculated SAR values far in excess of theoretical values. 
The SAR values are calculated for the position on the line 
scan indicated by the arrow, usually corresponding to the 
maximum temperature change. Thermographic results of exposing 

• < 
, ... ,· 
I 



prolate spheroids to an electric field are shown in Fig. 6-a 

for a 2:1 axial ratio, 6-b for a 5:1 axial ratio, and 6-c 

for a 7.73:1 axial ratio. The heating i~ the ellipsoid with 

the 2:1 axial ratio was negligible and the calculated SAR 

values could not be obtained. The heating for the ellipsoids 

with the larger axial ratios, however, was sufficient to 

produce calculated SAR values much closer to the theoretical 

values since the SAR increases markedly with axial ratio. 

In these cases, the measured values are somewhat lower than 

the theoretical values, however, since the thermal diffusion 

now results in heat flow from the heated synthetic muscle to 

the foam casing. This is to be expected considering the 

long 5 min exposure times based on the analysis reported in 

[9]. The results, when compared in Table III to the uw BEMRL 

exposure results for the 5:1 axial ratio spheroid, agreed 

within approximately 40%. Since the UW BEMRL results, which 

are based on very short exposure times, agreed much more 

closely with theory than the USAFSAM results based on 5 min 

exposure times, we would expect the disagreement between 

results to be due to the thermal diffusion problem. 

b. Magnetic Field 

'l'wo orientations of the spheroidal models were 

used when exposing to a magnetic field configuration. One 

corresponded to the sectioning plane being aligned parallel 

to the magnetic field vector and the other aligned perpendicular 

to the magnetic field vector. In both cases, the model was 
/ 

placed in the center of the loop shown in Fig. 1. Since the 

magnetic field couples energy much more strongly to the 

spheroids, the exposure time was decreased to 2 min. Even 

with the shorter exposure time, however, the period is still 

much longer than that normally required for accurate results. 

This exposure condition does eliminate the heating of the 

foam container, however, since the magnetic heating of such 

material is negligible. Fig. 7-a illus~-ates the thermo

graphic results in predicting the SAR patterns for a 

I 6 
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70 kg sphere exposed to a 4.11 MHz magnetic field perpen

dicular to the plane of separation. Note that the measured 

value, though slightly lower, apparently due to thermal 

diffusion, is relatively close to the theoretical value. 

Fig. 7-b illustrates the thermographic results for 3.19 MHz 

exposure. In this case, the measured values·are somewhat 

less than the theoretical values. Table III does indicate, 

however, that the extrapolated values do compare reasonably 

weli with the UW BEMRL exposures. Fig. 7-c and 7-d illustrate 

the results for the case of the magnetic field applied 

parallel to the sectioned plane of the model. Again, as 

shown on Table III, the results compare reasonably well. 

Fig. 8 illustrates the thermographic results in exposing 

prolate spheroids to magnetic fields perpendicular to the 

sectioning plane for axial ratios of 2, s, and 7.73. In 

these cases, the measured SAR values differ from the theoret

ical values by a greater amount than the UW BEMRL results, 

as seen in Table III. Since the volume of the region heated 

for these cases is significantly smaller than those for 

other cases, we would expect the thermal diffusion process 

to be more serious for these particular configurations, so 

we attribute the differences to this problem. 

c. Combined Magnetic and Electric Fields 

Although the near field synthesizer can produce 

various electric and magnetic field configurations, during 

the testing period it was only possible to illuminate the 

models with electric and magnetic fields parallel to each 

other, with a field impedance of_l80 Q. This combination 

was necessary since the loop in the near field synthesizer 

had already been oriented and tuned to this particular 

position and any rearrangement would have used more time 

than was available to conduct the experiments. Only the 

spheres were exposed to this field configuration. The 

measured specific absorption rate were normaliz,:: · to the 

/ , 
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square of the magnetic field (H 2). Theoretical values were 

obtained by adding theSARs separately for the electric and 

magnetic fields by means of the calculator using the programs 

in the Appendix. It should be noted that the peak SAR 

values would be somewhat higher if the electric and magnetic 

fields were applied perpendicular to each other since the 

vector addition of the two parallel electric fields set up 

in the sphere result in larger net absorbed SAR. Thermo

graphic results and measurements are shown in Fig. 9-a for 

the smaller diameter simulating a 70 kg sphere exposed to 

the 3.19 MHz fields polarized parallel to the plane of 

separation and Fig. 9-b for the small sphere exposed with 

the fields applied perpendicular to the plane of separation, 

and Fig. 9-c for the large sphere exposed with the fields 

parallel to the plane of separation, and in Fig. 9-d for the 

large sphere exposed with•the fields perpendicular to the 

plane of separation. The SAR calculated for the exposure 

with the plane of separati9n parallel to the fields are 

higher than theoretical. The plane of separation can . 
interrupt the current flow in this case if there is poor 

contact.' This can produce higher field levels at the 

interface producing greater heating in that region. This 

may have been the problem. Extreme care must be exercised 

to prevent this. Since data reduction did not occur until 

later, there was no way to confirm this. 

2. Large Spheroid 

The prolate spheroid, with a/b = 3.13, a= 1~6 cm, 

was fabricated by the University of Utah to simulate a 3.5 

kg monkey. The synthetic tissue filling the spheroid had 

electrical properties equivalent to human muscle. This 

full-scale model ~pheroid was expos~d to the parallel electric 

and magnetic field configuration in the near field synthesizer 

for 2 min. Since the magnetic field provides the major 
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part of the coupling for this field configuration, the 

measured theoretical SARs were normalized to the square of 

the magnetic field with the therrnographic results illustrated 

in Fig. 10 and tabulated in Table IV. The deviations between 

the theoretical and the experimental values are probably due 

to a combination of problems. First, an excessively long 

exposure time led to diffusion which resulted in measured 

values that are lower than theoretical values and poor 

contact between the two halves of the assembled model could 

lead to measured values higher than the theoretical values. 

3. Man 

The l/4.62th scale model man was exposed to 19 MHz 

in the near field synthesizer to simulate a full-scale man 

exposure at 4.11 MHz. Two configurations of the model were 

used. One was sectioned using the old technique of covering 

each half with a thin plastic film or tape, and the other 

involved the use of the new silk screen technique. In the 

former technique, since symmetry is necessary on each side 

of the sectioning plane, two back halves of the man model . 

were used, whereas, in the newer technique, the front and 

the back were joined at the frontal plane. The old type 

model was exposed independently to electric and magnetic 

fields, and the new model was exposed to parallel electric 

and magnetic field configurations. Since the latter config

uration could not be tested in the VHF resonant cavity, and 

there is no theoretical solution, only experimental results 

were obtained for the model. The results are illustrated in 

Table II for the actual values measured in the models,, and 

in the figures discussed below for thermograms and values 

extrapolated to the full-scale man. The results of exposures 

of both types of model men in the near field synthesizer and 

the VHF resonant cavity are presented in Table V. 

/-, 
/ ' . .. ) 
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a. Electric Field Only 

Fig. 11 illustrates the li4.62th scale model man 

exposed to an electric field parallel to the axis of the 

man. In this case, the model was sectioned according to the 

old technique a~ong the frontal plan·e involving two backs. 

In this case, the exposure time .was 60 sec which was short 
enough to allow thermal diffusion to be neglected in most 
areas. There is excessive heating in the foam near the head 

and feet of the model due to the high concentration of 
electric fields in this region. Thermograms indicate that 
some of this heat is transferred to the model from the foam 
at the head and feet. The absorbed power pattern is very 

similar to that produced by the VHF resonant cavity except 
that the knee and neck heating seems to be somewhat less, as 

illustrated in Table V. The SAR ratios relative to the 
value in the knee are shown at the top of Table VI and the 
SAR ratios for the same regions for near field synthesizer 
exposure compared to the resonant cavity exposure are 

tablulated at the top of Table VII. 

b. Magnetic Field Only 

The thermograms of the same model exposed to the 

magnetic field are illustrated in Fig. 12. In this case, 
the exposure time in the near field synthesizer was 90 sec, 
therefore, the diffusion effects cannot be completely 
neglected. Again, the power absorption pattern is similar 
to that produced by the VHF resonant cavity with maxima 
appearing in the axilla and the perineum regions. In this 

case, the magnetic field was perpendicular to the frontal 
plane and parallel to the transverse plane of the model. 
The SAR ratios of all areas relative to that of the axilla 
are shown at the bottom of Table VI. The SAR ratios for the 

same regions in the two different exposure systems are 

tablulated at the bottom of Table VII. Both the arm-shoulder 
area and the lateral thorax areas absorb much more power for 

. \ .. 
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exposure in the near field synthesizer than"in the VHF 

resonant cavity. This could be due to diffusion. Table VII 

indicates that the SARs produced by the near field synthesizer 
sizer are as low as one-quarter of those produced by the VHF 

resonant cavity. This could be due to the long exposure 

time resulting in diffusion and also could be due to the 
fact that the model occupied a large area of the source loop 
producing a perturbation which modified the magnetic field 

pattern. 

c. Magnetic and Electric Field 

Models sectioned according to the new technique 

were exposed to the configuration of parallel electric and 
magnetic fields in the near zone field synthesizer. The 
model was exposed to three orientations relative to this 

field configuration and the exposure time of the test was 60 

sec. The SAR values were normalized to the square of the 
electric field for these cases. Fig. 13 illustrates the 

thermographic results in exposing the model with the E and H 
fields parallel to the trontal plane and perpendicular to 

the transverse plane. The SARs were similar to those 
produced in the electric field exposures indicating that the 

electric field coupling is dominant in this case. In the 
second orientation, the model was exposed with both the 
magnetic field and the electric field oriented perpendicular 
to the frontal plane of the model and parallel to the trans
verse plane. In this case, it can be seen from the thermo-

grams in Fig. 14 that the SAR patterns are similar to those for man 
exposed to the magnetic field only, oriented perpendicular 
to the frontal plane. This indicates that the electric 
field component couples very little energy to the model, as 
compared to the magnetic field co~ponent. The final and 
third orientation, which was not tested in the VHF resonant 
cavity, involved exposure of the model with the electric and 
magnetic fields parallel to both the frontal plane and the 

transverse planes. The therreograms are illustrated in 

/ , / 



Fig. 15. Note that the specific absorption rate& are an 

order of magnitude lower than that obtained when the man was 

exposed to the electric field parallel to the frontal plane 

and perpendicular to the transverse plane. The results 

indicate ·a small degree of electrical coupling with the 

areas absorbing power corresponding to the abdomen, arms, 

and the neck. 

B. HF Stripline 

The HF stripline exposure system at USAFSAM, shown 

in Fig. 2, is a symmetrical parallel plate structure used 

for simulating plane wave exposure conditions when the 

exposed object is small compared to the spacing between the 

center strip and the surrounding chamber.. The tests performed 

using this exposure system were done at 19 MHz. The 3.5 kg 

prolate spheroid with an axial ratio of 3.13:l and the man 

model used in the previous experiments were irradiated for 5 

min. The electric field strength during exposure was 1680 

V/m and the field impedance (E/H) was ~52 n, corresponding 

to an incident power density of 802 mW/cm2• The exp~rimental 

results of the actual exposure conditions are tabulated in 

Table VIII, and the details concerning the therrnographic 

results are discussed below. 

1. Spheroid 

The 3.13:l prolate spheroid was exposed in three 

different orientations as described in Table VIII and the 

thermographic results depicted in Fig. 16. With the exposure 

time of 5 min, the only discernable temperature rise in the 

phantom model was that due to diffusion of heat from the 

foam material. This is not surprising since an absorbed 

power density of 12 W/kg or more was required to raise the 

temperature 1° for an exposure time.of 5 min, assuming no 

diffusion effects. It can be shown theoretically, using the 
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calculator program in the Appendix, that the stripline power 

density was capable of inducing a maximum of only 3.57 W/kg 

in the prolate ellipsoid used in the experiment. 

2 •. Man 

The l/4.62th scale man model was irradiated in the 

two orientations depicted in Table VIII. Thermographic 

results for 5 min exposures are illustrated in Fig. 17. In 

the first orientation, the model was exposed with E and H 

field components simulating plane wave irradiation with the 

E parallel to the long axis of the man. The coupling should 

be predominantly by means of the electric field for this 

orientation. When the electric field is perpendicular to 

the long axis of the man, the coupling should be predominantly 

due to the magnetic field. Thus, the results from the 

USAF'SAM HF stripline can be indirectly and roughly compared 

to the UW BEMRL VHF resonant cavity results, even though the 

latter were measured for the model exposed to single field 

components. This comparison is made in Table IX which 

illustrates the SAR values for the full-scale man ex~osed to 

4.11 MHz and the.results of the frequency scaled to 31 MHz 

for the full-scale man. The latter results compare favorably 

to the results obtained in the VHF cavity representing a 

full-scale man exposed to 31 MHz. 

C. Anechoic Chamber 

The models were irradiated in an anechoic chamber with 

power density levels of 176 mW/cm2 at a frequency of 1600 

~mz. Exposure times from 30 sec to 2.5 min were used. The 

six objects exposed in the chamber were the 3.5 kg prolate 

spheroid, the model man, the 6 cm diameter sphere, a 200 gm 

rat, a 40 sm mouse, and a phantom 40 gm mouse. The only 

model in which the frequency and size were scaled was a man. 

The remaining objects consisted of phantom models of synthetic 
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tissue with proper electrical characteristics for 1600 MHz 

or actual sacrificed animals. The results from actual 

exposure conditions are tabulated in Table X. The thermo

graphic results are discussed below. 

l. Spheroids 

The 6 cm diameter sphere was exposed with two 

orientations, one with the sectioned plane aligned parallel 

to the applied electric field vector and the other with the 

sectioned plane aligned perpendicular to the electric field 

vector. The thermographic line scan along the center line 

of the sphere was recorded for each case. Since the change 

in orientation is obtained by merely rotating the sphere 

about an axis which is the center line for the two exposures, 

the line scan heating patterns for the two cases should be 

identical. As seen from Fig. 18, the general shapes of the 

patterns are identical, but there is a slight variation 

(< 15%) in amplitude, probably due to imperfect surface 

contact between the two sections of the model. With the 

exception of being slightly lower, due to diffusion, the 

values of SAR seem to agree very well with the theoretical 

value tabulated at the top of the thermographic pictures. 

The prolate spheroid was exposed such that the major 

axis was parallel to the electric field and perpendicular to 

the magnetic field. The section plane was an ellipse con

taining the major and minor axis of the ellipsoid. Thermo

grams illustrated in Fig. 19 show that the irradiated 

surface of the spheroid absorbed the maximum power. The 

power absorption dropped to a negligible value with about 

2.5 cm penetration into the ellipsoid, comparing favorably 
\ 

with the theoretical penetration depth for 1600 MHz plane wave 

fields of 2.4 cm. 

17 
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:2. Man 

The same model man used for the 19 MHz exposures 

was exposed to the 1600 MHz in the chamber. It should be 

realized that the phantom material filling the model form 

was electrically equivalent to human muscle at 4.11 MHz. 

The observed results cannot be scaled according to the rules 

previously reported, since the dielectric content is not the 

proper value. When this variation is included in the scaling 

theory as reported by Sinclair [11], the exposure of the model 

man to 1600 MHz actually simulated a 23" high man weighing 5.8 

pounds exposed to a 1200 MHz field having a field impedance of 

437 n. Practically, the results would probably correspond 

reasonably well with those obtained for the exposure of a 

small 5.8 pound infant to 1200 MHz plane wave field. The model 

was exposed in three different orientations, described in Table X. 

Theromgraphic results are illustrated in Figs. 20, 21, and 22, 

and tabulated in Table XI. 

3. Animals 
I 

Both the 40 ~ mouse and the 40 gm phantom mouse were 

exposed while contained in a polypropylene cylindrical holder 

which was actually the housing of a 30 cc hypodermic syringe. 

A 200 gm rat was exposed in a cylindrical container, consisting 

of the tip of a 30 cc hypodermic syringe housing and a 1-1/2" 

diameter polyethylene tube. In each case the medial plane along 

the long axis of the animal was oriented parallel to both the 

magnetic and electric fields such that the electric field was 

aligned with the long axis. ,Each model was exposed for a period 

of 1 min. The thermograms shown in Fig. 23 depict the SAR patterns 

and peak values obtained in terms of 1 mW/cm2 incident power 

density. Note that the results between the phantom and real 

mouse are quite similar and the peak SAR for the larger animal 

(rat) is less than that of the mouse. 

11. Sinclair, George, "Theory of models of electromagnetic 
systems," Proc. I.R.E., November 1948, pp. 1364-1369. 
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D. Microwave Mouse Brain Deactivators 

The 40 gm mouse and the 200 gm rat were also 
exposed to several types of microwave brain deactivators. 
Such devices are used to rapidly deactivate the brain tissue 
of test animals for neurological research purposes. Two of 
the units tested were located at the University of Texas 

Medical School, at San Antonio, and the other system is at 
the USAFSAM facilities~ The devices are designed to apply a 
large amount of EM energy into the small head volume of the 
animal in order to sacrifice the animals as fast as possible 
while rapidly deactivating the brain. The main criteria is 
to do this quickly so that the animals' regulatory systems 
do not have time to react and attempt to counteract the 
intrusion. This will hopefully leave the animals regulatory 
substances in their natural concentrations and at their 
natural locations. The exposure time is so small that the 
magnetron power sources do not have time to come up to full 
power so that the SAR values cannot be normalized to some 
incident power density. The experimental results of the 
actual exposure conditions are tabulated in Table XII and 
XIII. The details concerning the thermographic results are 

discussed below. 

1. The University of Texas Systems 

The University of Texas Medical School has two 
microwave brain deactivator systems. The 40 gm mouse and 
its phantom were exposed in both systems. One was constructed 
such that the animal could be inserted into a hole in the 
short sidewall of an S band waveguide, as shown in Fig. 4-a. 

The field configuration around the head of the animal is 
illustrated in Fig. 24-a. The S band waveguide .:;Jstem was 



fed by a magnetron which was controlled with a timing relay. 

Exposure times of 1/60 sec were used for the phantom mouse 

and times of 1/720· sec were used for the 40 gm mouse. The 

mouse and its phantom were exposed in two orientations in 

this system, one with the medial plane parallel to the 

waveguide cross-sections, and the 9ther with it perpendicular 

to the waveguide cross-section. Thermographic results are 

shown in Fig. 25 for both the mouse and the phantom. The 

results show that the SAR pattern for both the mouse and the 

phantom consisted of an annular ring in the region of the 

brain. This is due to the magnetic field producing circular 

eddy currents which are at maxima at the periphery of the 

mouse's brain. The peak values of SAR were 1.42 MW/kg for 

the phantom and 1.68 MW/kg for the mouse. This illustrates 

that the sectioning technique used for the phantom models 

also worked well for the animals. 

The other unit consisted of a system where the animal was 

·inserted into a hole in.the long wall· of the waveguide fee~ 

system with power derived from an International microwave 

oven (as shown in the photograph in Fig. 4-b). The ffeld 

configuration around the head of the animal is shown in 

Fig. 24-b. The phantom mouse and the real mouse were exposed 

in the microwave oven power device with the medial plane 

perpendicular to the waveguide cross-section. The phantom 

mouse was also exposed with the field plane parallel to the 

waveguide cross-section. The exposure times for these cases 

were 1-1.2 sec. Thermograrns in Fig. 26 show that the power 

was absorbed along the animal midline for both exposure 

conditions. The power absorption was much larger for the 

perpendicular orientation than for the parallel orientation. 

Again, the absorption patterns for the real and phantom 

mouse were almost identical and on the sa.~e order of magnitude. 



2. USAFSAM Microwave Brain Deactivator 

The exposure facility at USAFSAM was a modified 

Raytheon Mark II microwave annealing oven. A 40 gm mouse, 

its phantom, and a 200 gm rat were exposed in this system. 

The animals were inserted in the waveguide exposure system 

with their medial plane perpendicular to the waveguide 

cross-section, as shown in Fig. 24-b. The exposure time was 

controlled with a timing relay which was set to give an 

exposure time of .25 sec. Longer exposure times resulted in 

temperature changes so large that the thermograph detector 

was saturated. Thermograms of the rat contained in Fig. 27-a 

show that the power absorption is concentrated in the nose 

and head region of the animal. 

The power absorption patterns of the phantom mouse and 

the real mouse are illustrated in the thermograms in Fig. 

27-b. The patterns are nearly identical and of the same 

order of magnitude. The SAR pattern in the mouse is more 

dispersed, however, the maxima is in the region of the brain 

for both the real and the phantom subjects. 



• Model 

Spheroid 

a/b=l a=4.3cm 

·' i b= 1 a:.:5.6cm 

a/'c=2 a=6.82cm 

a=12.57 
a/b=S cm 

a=l6.81 
di.b=7 cm 

Humdn 

\ 

TABLE 1 

Dil1ENSIONS, SCALE FACTORS, AND SIMULATED 

FREQUENCIES OF PHANTOM MODELS 

Scale Simulated Frequency 
Factor Simulated Model USAFSAM 

5.95 51.2 cm dia.sphere 3. 19 MHz 

4.62 51.2 cm dia.sphere 4.11 MHz 

2:1 prolate 
5.95 spheroid 3.19 MHz 

a=40.6cm 
5:1 prolate 

5.95 spheroid 3.19 MHz 
a=74.8cm 
7.73:1 prolate 

5.95 spheroid 3.19 MHz 
a=lOOcm 

70kg h=l.74 in 
4.62 human 4.11 MHz 

Simulated Frequency. 
UW BEMRL 

24.1 MHz 

31.0 MHz 

24.1 MHz 

24.1 MHz 

24.1 MHz 

. . 

31. 0 MHz 
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. TABLE.II 

MODEL EXPOSURE CONDITIONS IN USAFSAM 

NEAR FIELD SYNTHESIZER AT 19 MHz 

(LECTR IC itAGNETIC 
IPWCT FIELD FIELD EXPOSURE TEMPERATURE 
PO\!ER STP.Ellr,TH STRE~GTH TIHE RISE 

03.J(Cl ORI[NTAT!OII (WATTS) (Vim) (A/m) (sec) (OC) 

!.6 (:l 011. ,c,ftH'. E II cut 390 82cn . ...... JOO 0.2 

~-al• l.ctor • S.3S H.lcut 400 ........ 46 120 1.7 

\,\1 ,:"""' lr.tf't"face Hllcut 390 ........ 46 120 3.0 

E & Hftcut E 400 8280 46 120 4.5 
H 370 

E 370 
E & HJ.cut H 370 

8280 46 120 2.4 

11 ! UI C••· SP'W"t' C II cut 380 8280 ---- 300 0.6 

'a:1l• I IC-tilt" • ~-62 
HJ.cut 39u ---- 46 120 3.2 

\I h ~....,,.. Jftt~rl•c.• Hllcut 380 ---- 46 120 2.7 

E & Hflcut 
E 370 8280 46 120 6.2 
H 400 

E ~ HJ.cut E 3i0 8280 46 120 4.0 
H 400 

~ \ (11 l:U-ld Ell cut 3110 8280 ---- JOO 0.4 
•• !.. :.: CJt 

~.1, factor• S.?S HJ.cut 380 ---- 46 120 2.9 ,i.,t '< lfttf'f"f• .. e 

\ : 111 •~M>ld 
• • 11 '.11 c• 

Ell cut 400 a2so ---- JOO 0.9 

•-•l• 11,::t..:n- • S.9S , .• ,,,c, J111trhce HJ.cut 400 ........ 46 12~ 1.5 

t JS ', (lt1:,14td 
• • it'. .:1 en 

Ell cut 400 8280 ---- JOO 0.1 

"... • '# f I( !:Or • ;_,; 
l~ufli: :"~•rf.c@ HJ.cut 400 ---- 46 120 1.1 

l 1) I [111:,.otd E & Hll cut E 380 8280 46 120 1.8 
•• '. f fl .:• 

H 400 

· .. · ,:., '•<!~r • 1.00 
E 380 ::,, '..-.•""" l"tff'f1ce ~ & HJ.cut H 400 82S0 46 120 3.2 

,. Ell cut 

' 't • . ,.., bt(l\ 11!~~ 400 8280 ........ 60.2 9.3 
:..:,:, 1 11C.:!.:'W • ,.62 
>;n: ,, 141:tf'rl,c~ 

HJ.cut 
J. long 390 ....... 46 90 3.4 

41 IS 

~- E & Hlfcut E 370 

'. ., "· ,,.... ,~,. II !~7~ H 400 8280 46 60 S.4 

·~•'• '•"~~"'. '-~1 
~·:a x.....,,._ !11\i.rf•c• E & Hllcat 

E 360 
J. long H 400 8280 46 120 5.0 

... ,s 

E & H.lcut 
E 360 

J. long H 400 8280 46 120 5.3 
His 

II' W' 
MEASURED THEORY 

(~/kg) (W/kg} 

2.26 0.18 

49.5 83.2 

90.6 83.2 

136 83.4 

72.2 93.4 

7.36 0.230 

94.8 112 

80.7 112 

137 112 

120 112 

5.09 0.671 

86.3 134 . 
10.6 6.49 

43.9 105 

8.49 22.63 

34.0 82.3 

50.7 70.6 

92.1 45.6 

557 ----

137 ----

322 -·--
150 ··--

158 ·---



TABLE III 

MAXIMUM SAR CALCULATED FOR FULL SCALE 70 kg SPHEROIDS 

USAFSAH NEAR-FIELD SYNTHESIZER 
. UW BEMRL VHF RESONANT CAVITY 

HAXlffu:! SAR MAXIMUl1· SAR FREQUENCY SCALED MAXIMUM SAR MAX IMU!i SAR 
11EASURED THEOR£TICAL MAX IIIU11 SAR THEORETICAL MEASURED 

W/kg W/k!J 
IIEASURED 

W/kg W/kg W/kq 

APPLIED ELECTRIC FIELD PAR/ILLEL TO SECTION PLANE E2 = 1 v2tm2 
ELLIPTICITY 

f = 3. 2 MHz Scaled ·to f=24.1 f!Hz f=24.lMHz 

a/b = 1 5.55 X 10·9 Q.447 X lQ•9 317 X 10·9 25.1 X 10°9 26. '! , 10·• 

a/b O 2 0.0 1.65 X 10-9 0.0 93.2 X 10"9 

s 1,. 5 , 10-9 16.Q X 10·9 Q.712 X 10•6 -6 
1.16 .·? 

d/b = 0.99 X 10 ' -·· 

a/b' 7. 73 20.8 X 10·9 55.3 X 10·9 J.19 X 10•6 3.16 X 10•6 

f = 4.1 I1Hz Scaled to 31.0 MHz f = 31.0 MHz 

d/D' 1 23.2 X 10•9 0. 724 X 10·9 ] .32 X 10•6 38.9 X 10•9 43.6 X 10·9 

-
H2 = 1 :i.2tm2 APPL! ED I1AGIIET! C FI ELD PERPEND l CULAR TO SECT ION PLArlE 

f = 3. 2 MHz Sea 1 ed to f=24. 1 liHz f = 24. l MHz 

J -~ ' I J. 93 X 10·3 6. 6] X 
10•j 0.224 0.359 0.366 

J/t> • ? 5.86 X 10·3 11.6 X 10·3 0.391 0.621 

1.~3 X 10·3 8.3} ' 10·3 0.199 ' 0.427 0.503 ., : ~.. : s 
J ··: t I. 73 2. 7Q X 10•3 6. 51 X lQ•) 0.154 0.380 

f = 4. 1 MHz Sea 1 ed to f=31. 0 MH, f = 31.0 MHz 

,, ~ . 1 9.7a X 10°3 ] J. 3 X 10·3 0. 552 0.699 o. 599 

APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD PARALLEL TO SECTION PLANE H2 = 1 A2tm2 

f = 3.2 MHz Scaled to f=24.1 MHz f = 24. l MHz 

J 't • 1 ] , ] 9 X 10·3 6.61 X 10·3 
0.410 0.359 

. 
f = 4.1 MHz Scaled to f=3l.O MHz f = 31.0 MHz 

J ~ ' 1 H.25 x 10·3 ll.3 x 10·3 
0.469 0.699 

.. 



TABLE IV 

MAXIMUM SAR CALCULATED FOR FULL S.CALE 70 kg SPHEROIDS 

Maximum SAR Maximum SAR 

-
j 

Frequency Measured Theoretical 
. Ellipticity MHz W/kg W/kg 

• Section Plane Parallel to Both Electric and Magnetic Fields H2 = 1 A2/m2 

a/b = l 3.2 10.8 X 10-3 6.62 X 10-3 

a/b = 1 4. 1 19.1 X 10-3 11.5 X 10-3 

a/b = 3. 13 19 24.0 X 10-3 33.4 X lQ-3 

i Section Plane Perpendicular to Electric and Magnetic Fields H2 = 1 A2/m2 

a/b = 1 3.2 5.74 X 10-J 6.62 X 10-J 

a/b = l 4. 1 12.3 X 10-3 11.5 X 10-3 

a/b = 3.13 19 43.5 X 10-J 23.4 X 10-3 

... 
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TABLE V 

COMPARISON OF MEASURED SAR FOR MAN EXPOSED IN 

NEAR FIELD SYNTHESIZER AND VHF RESONANT CAVITY 

tJSAFSAl-1 UW BEMRL USAFSAM 

NEAR-FIELD SYIITHESIZER VHF RESONAIIT CAVITY NEAR-FIELD SYNTt:ESIZER 

~ll1~ SAA FREQUENCY SCALEU MAXIIIUH SAR FREQUEN"CY SCALED MAXIMUM SAR 

~EASJUD !'.AX !11Ui1 SAR l1EASURED 11EASUREO :-!AXIMUH SAR !1EASUREil MEASURED 

li/•g w/kg W/kq W/kq W/kg 

f • 4.11 MHz Scaled to 31.0 MHz f = 31.0 MHz Scaled to 31.0 MHz f = 4.11 MHz 

n·:., ! ~ PLANE II TO E E2 = 1 v2tm2 FRONTAL PLANE IITOE&H EZ = 1 y21m2 
• • .:-,SIE~SE PLANE .i Til E TRANSVERSE PLANE .i TO E S H 

l_)f> I 10•6 JQQ X 10·6 92.5 X 10"6 57.9 x 10·6 l.02x10·6 

C.52 I 10°6 29.6 X 10"6 44.9 X 10"6 13.4 X 1Q"6 0.235 X 10"5 

-~_1731!0°6 9.85 X 10"6 18.4 X 10"6 7 .40 X 10°6 0.130 X 10•6 

•: '°;d] I 10•6 4. 93 X 10•6 3.47 X 10"6 0.061 X 10"6 

r. :,~~AL PLAN£ _i TO H 
H2 = 1 i1m2 FRONTAL PLANE J. TO E & H H2 = 1 A2tm2 

'.;J.\,i[llSE PLAliE II TO H TRANSVERSE PLANE II TO E & H 

rs.,. :o·3 0.876 3.13 0.920 16.2 X 10°3 

9. ·JS • 10·3 0.566 2.57 0.593 10.4 X 10"3 

ti:..9 • 10·3 0.619 0.84 0.705 lZ.4 x 10·3 

11.) • 10·1 0.641 0.865 15.2 X 10•) 

).g.: I 10°3 0.224 0.257 4.51 X 10°) 
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Location 
Reference 
Location 

Ankle 
Knee 

Neck 
Knee 

Abdomen 
Knee 

Perineum 
Axi lla 

Shoulder 
Ax ill a 

TABLE VI 

COMPARISON OF SAR R..~TIOS FOR MAN EXPOSED IN 

NEAR FIELD SYNTHESIZER A..l-ID VHF RESONANT CAVITY 

Near Field Synthesizer VHF Resonant Cavity Near Field Synthesizer 
Old Model New Model 

Parallel Electric 

Electric Field Only E2 = 1 v2;m2 
and f1aqnetic Fields · 

E2 = 1 v2;m2 

3.38 2.06 4. 11 

0.33 0.41 0.52 

o. 17 0.26 

2 2 ' 
Parallel Electric 

Magnetic Field Only H = 1 A /m- and Magnetic Fields 
H2 = 1 A2;m2 

0.65 0.82 0.64 

0. 71 0.26 0.77 . 

Latera 1 Thorax 0.73 0.95 
Axi lla 
Sternum 
Axi lla 0.26 0.28 



TABLE VII 

RATIOS OF SAR OF NEAR FIELD SYNTHESIZER EXPOSURE TO 

VHF RESONANT CAVITY EXPOSURE FOR A MAN 

flear Field/: VHF Near Field If VHF 
Synthesizer Resonant Synthesizer Resonant 

Location _ Cavity Cavity 

Electric Field Only 
Parallel Electric 
and Magnetic Fields 

-E2 = 1 v2;m2 E2 = 1 v2 /r.12 

Ankle 1.08 0.63 

Knee 0.66 0.30 

Neck 0.54 0.40 

Abdomen 

Magnetic Field Only Par3llel Electric 
and Maqnetic Fields 

H2 = l A2/m2 H2 = 1 A2;m2 

Axilla 0.28 0.29 

Perineum 0.22 0.23 

Shoulder 0.74 0.84 

-----·- --



OBJECT 

3.13:l Ell ipso id 
a=l9.6 cm 

Scale Factor= 1.00 

Silk Screen Interface 

1.74 m Man True Shape 

Scale Factor= 4.62 

Silk Screen Interface 

TABI.E VIII 

MODEL EXPOSURE CONDITIONS IN 

USAFSAM STRIPLINE CHAMBER AT 19 MHz 

INCIDENT 
INPUT POWER EXPOSURE 

ORIENTATION POl~ER DENSITY TIME 
(KILOWATTS) (mw/cm2) (sec) 

Cut II E, .L H 
Ell long axis 50 802 300 

Cut IIE, II H 
Ell l?ng axis 50 802 300 

Cut II H, .LE 
H 111 ong axis 50 802 300 

CtJt II E & 11 H 50 802 300 Elllong axis 

Cut.LE, II H 
H I 11 ong axis 50 802 30() 

TFMPERATURE Max. SAR 
RISE H' 
(OC) (W/kg) 

-· 

0.4 4.79 

0.5 5.32 

--- ----

3.4 40.7 

0.3 3.9 



TABLE IX 

COMPARISON OF MEASURED SAR FOR MAN EXPOSED 

IN HF STRIPLINE AND VHF RESONANT CAVITY 

USAFSAM HF STRIPLINE UW BEMRL VHF RESONANT CAVITY 

Frequency Scaled 
Maximum SAR W/kg Maximum SAR W/kg Maximum SAR W/kg 

f = 4.11 MHz f = 31.0 MHz f = 31.0 MHz 

Major axis II E ano .L H, Section plane II to Major axis II E and Section Plane 
E, II to H and .L to k E2=1 v2;m2 Plastic Film

2
In2erface 

Silk Screen Interface E2~1 V /m 

Ankle Knee Neck Ankle Knee Neck Ankle Knee Neck 

3.12xl0-3 l .62xlo-6 8.4lxl0 -7 178xlo-6 92xlo-6 47.Bxlo-6 lSOxl0-6 54xl0-G 29.6xl0-G 

Major axis .LE and II H, Section plan~ .L to Frontal Plane .L to H 
E, II to H and 11 to k H2=1 A2/m Plastic Film Interface 

Silk Screen Interface H2=1 A2;m2 

. 
Perineum Perineum Perineum 

37·. lxlo-3 2.1 2.56 

r- ·_ 



• TABLE X 

MODEL EXPOSURE CONDITIONS IN USAFSAM ANECHOIC CHAMBER AT 1600 MHz 

INCIDENT 
INPUT" POWER EXPOSURE TEMPERATURE MAX SAR 
POWER DENsrp TIME RISE W' 

OBJECT ORIENTATION (WATTS) (mW/cm) (SEC) (oc) (W/kg) 

6 cm Dia Sphere 

Scale Factor= 1.0 Cut 11 E • J. H 400 176 60 5.4 324 

Cut J.E. II H 400 176 60 4.7 282 

3.13:1 Ellipsoid 
a= 19.6 cm Cut II E, J. H 

. 
Scale Factor= 1.0 E II long axis 400 176 150 2.7 0.35 

1.74 cm Man 

Scale Factor= 4.62 Cut 11 E and H 
E J. long axis 400 176 120 5.7 173 

Cut II E, J. H 
.. 

E II long axis 400 176 30 5.9 710 

Cut 11 E dnd H 
E II long dxis 400 176 30 3.5 424 

Phdntom mouse 
Cut 11 E and H 
E II long axis 400 176 60 8.3 . 479 

Real mouse 
Cut II E and H . 
E II long axis 400 176 60 9.6 555 

Rat 
Cut II E and H 
E II long axis 400 176 - 60 5.4 315 

.. 

..,,,-·· 



TABLE XI 

MEASURED SAR FOR 0.58 m HIGH 2.6 kg 

INFANT EXPOSED TO 1200 ·MHz PLA...'IB WAV.E EM FIELDS 

Frontal plane II to E, Frontal plane II to E, Frontal plane 

II to H, and l. to k II tc H, and J. to k ..L to H, and 

II to E, 

II to k 

LOCATION Transverse planes II Transverse planes .1. Transverse planes J_ 

to E and l. to H. to E and II to H to E and II to H. 

Perineum 0.640 

Axilh 0.487 

Forearm 0.203 l. 56 2.62 

Arm 0.229 0.89~ 2.44 

Ankle l. ')2 1.36 

Wrist 1. 91 

Neck 0.218 0.995 0.0 

Hand 0.254 0.48~ 

Calf 0.198 

Shoulder 0.183 0. 711 o. 731 

Hip 0.173 

Thigh 0.162 

Foot 0.142 

Head 0.117 0.223 

Abdomen 0.091 

Knee 1.47 
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TABLE XII 

EXPOSURE CONDITIONS IN UNIVERSITY 

OF TEXAS MOUSE DEACTIVATORS AT 2450 MHz 

INPUT EXPOSURE 
POWER TIME 

OBJECT ORIENTATION (WATTS) (SEC) 

PHANTOM MOUSE Cut II E 5 kW 1/60 

Cut J.[ 5 kW 1/60 

REAL MOUSE Cut 11 E 5 k!·J l/720 

CutJ.E 5 kl-/ 1 /720 

Cut J. l.Javequide 
1. 2 PHANTOM MOUSE Cross-Section 600 

Cut II !.Javegu ide 
Cross-Section 600 1.0 

Cut J. t-Javeguide 
REAL MOUSE 600 l.Q Cross-Section 

MAXIMUM 
TEMPERATURE SAR 

RISE ~, 
(OC) (W/kg) 

6.8 l.42xl06 

8.6 1. 79x106 

4.0 l .68xl06 

4.5 l.88xl06 

11.4 3 .30xl04 

1.9 6.56xl03 
- - -

l7.2 
• - 4 

6.96x10 



-

OBJECT 

MOUSE 
REAL 

PHANTOM 

RAT 

TABLE XIII 

EXPOSURE CONDITIONS IN USAFSAM MOUSE 

DEACTIVATOR AT 2450 MHz . 

INPUT EXPOSURE 
POWER TIME 

ORIENTATION (WATTS) (SEC) 

CUT j_ WAVEGUIDE 
CROSS-SECTION 2 kW .25 

CUT j_ WAVEGUIDE 
CROSS-SECTION 2 kW .25 

CUT j_ WAVEGUIDE 
CROSS-SECTION 2 kW .25 

TEMPERATURE MAX SAR 
RISE w 
(OC) (W/kg) 

8.8 1.22xl05 

10.8 l.50xl0 5 

8.8 l.22x105 
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Figure 1. USAFSAM Near Field Synthesizer. 

Figure 2. _USAFSAM Stripline Exposure System. 



~'~-----
a . 

• 

b. 

Figure·3. USAFSAM_Anechoic Chamber Exposure System. 



a. 

Figure 4. 
University of Texas Brain Deactivator Systems. 



b. 

Figure 4. University of Texas B.rain Deactivator Systems. 



.. 

SPHERE R= 25.6 cm E2= I Vo/m2 sf =4.62 f =4.11 MHz 
SECTION PLANE 11 TO E FIELD 

INTENSITY 

SINGLE 
LINE 

MEASURED W= 23.2 nW/kg 

a. 

PROFILE 

A-A 

THEORETICAL W=724 pW/kg 

SPHERE R= 25.6 cm E2= I Vo/m2 
- sf=5.95 f=3.19 MHz 

SECTION PLANE 11 TO E FIELD 

INTENSITY 

SINGLE 
LINE 

MEASURED W = 5.55 nW/kg 

b. 

PROFILE 

A-A 

THEORETICAL W=44 7 pW/kg 

· Figure 5. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained from sphere 
models exposed to electric fields. (All values pertain to 
full scale_ exposure conditions.) 



• 

PROLATE SPHEROID a=40.6 cm a/b=2.0 E
2
=IVo/m

2 

sf=5.95 f=3.19 MHz 

E -

INTENSITY PROFILE 

A-A' B-B' 

MEASURED W= 0.0 nW/kg THEORETICAL W=l.65 nW/kg 

a . 

. 
PROLATE SPHEROID a=74.8 cm a/b=5.0 Ei=IV7m2 

sf=5.95 f=3.19 MHz 

INTENSITY PROFILE 

8-8' 

MEASURED W=12.5 nW/kg THEORETICAL W=16.0 nW/kg 

b. 

Figure 6. Thennograms and maximum values of SAR obtained from prolate 
spheroid models exposed to electric fields. (All values per
tain to full scale exposure conditions.) 
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PROLATE SPHEROID a=IOOcm a/b=773 E2=IVo/m2 

sf=5.95 f=3.19 MHz 

INTENSITY 

SINGLE 
LINE 

MEASURED W= 20.8 nW/kg 

c. 

-----,• ! 
PROFILE 

A-A 

THEORETICAL W=55.8 nW/kg 

Figure 6. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained from prolate spheroid models exposed to electric fields. (All values pertain to full scale exposure conditions.) 
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SPHERE R= 25.6 cm H2
= I A2/m2 sf =4.62 f =4.11 MHz 

SECTION PLANE.l TO H FIELD 

INTENSITY 

SINGLE 
LINE 

MEASURED W=9.7O mW/kg 

PROFILE 

A-A 

THEORETICAL W= 11.3 mW/kg 
--·---··-- --- - ·----- --···-------·---· -·------·-··---

a. 

SPHERE R=25.6cm H2=IA2/m2 sf=5.95 f=3.19MHz 
SECTION PLANE 1 TO H FIELD 

INTENSITY 

SINGLE 
LINE 

PROFILE 

A-A 

MEASURED W=3.93 mW/kg THEORETICAL W=6.61 mW/kg 

b. 
Figure 7. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained from sphere 

models exposed to magnetic fields. (All values pertain to 
full scale exposure conditions.) 
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l 

I 

SPHERE R=25.6cm H2
= I A2/m2 sf=4.62 f=4.II MHz 

SECTION PLANE 1- TO H Fl ELD 

INTENSITY 

SINGLE 
LINE 

PROFILE 

MEASURED W=9.7O mW/kg THEORETICAL W= 11.3 mW/kg 

a. 

· 2 2 2 SPHERE R=25.6cm H = I Alm sf=5.95 f=3.19 MHz 
SECTION PLANE 1 TO H FIELD 

INTENSITY 

SINGLE 
LINE 

PROFILE 

MEASURED W=3.93 mW/kg THEORETICAL W=6.61 mW/kg 
--.. --- -------

b . 
. Figure 7. Therrnograms and maximum values of SAR obtained from sphere 

models exposed to magnetic fields. (All values pertain to 
full scale exposure conditions.) 



SPHERE R=25.6cm H
2
= I A

2
/m

2 
sf=5.95 f=3.19 MHz 

SECTION PLANE I l TO H Fl ELD 

INTENSITY· 

SINGLE 
LINE 

PROFILE 

A-t:. 

MEASURED W=7.19 mW/kg THEORETICAL ·w= 6.61 mW/kg 

c. 

2 - 2 2 
SPHERE R= 25.6 cm H = I ~/m sf=4.62 f=4.II MHz 

SECTION PLANE II TO H FIELD 

INTENSITY-

SINGLE 
LINE 

PROFILE 

A-A' 

MEASURED W=S.25 mW/kg THEORETICAL W= 11.3 mW/kg 

Figure 7. 

d. 

Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained from sphere 
models exposed to magnetic fields. (All values pertain to 
full scale exposure conditions.) 

-- ________ _J 
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"·· · 2 2 2 PROLATE SPHEROID a=4O.6 cm a/b=2.O H =IA/m 
sf=5.95 f=3.19 MHz 

INTENSITY PROFILE 

A-A B-B' 

MEASURED W= 6.86 mW/kg THEORETICAL W=I0.6 mW/kg 

a. 

PROLATE SPHEROID a=74.8 cm a/b=5.0 H2=IAo/m2 

sf=5.95 f=3.19 MHz 

INTENSITY PROFILE 

A-A' B-B' 

MEASURED W= 3.48 mW/kg THEORETICAL W=S.33 mW/kg 

b. 

Figure 8. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained. from prolate 
spheroid models exposed to magnetic fields. (All values per
tain to full scale exposure conditions.) 



PROLATE SPHEROID a=IOOcm a/b=773 H2=IA
2/m

2 

sf=5.95 f=3.19 MHz 

-. ·----?..::,:=: ~ -. ~~-.-~.:::-

INTENSITY PROFILE 

A-t:. 8-8' 

MEASURED W= 2.70 mW/kg THEORETICAL W=6.51 mW/kg 

c. 

Figure 8. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained from prolate 
spheroid models exposed to magnetic fields. (All values per
tain to full scale exposure conditions.) 



SPHERE R=25.6cm H2= IA2/m2 sf=5.95 f=3.19 MHz 
SECTION PLANE II TO BOTH E AND H FIELDS 

INTENSITY 

•· 
SINGLE 
LINE 

MEASURED W=IO.8 mW/kg 

-·- ·------ . -· ··--·---
a. 

PROFILE 

A-/i. 

THEORETICAL W=6.62 mW/kg 

SPHERE R=25.6cm H2 = I A2/m2 sf=5.95 f=3.19 MHz 
SECTION PLANE 1 TO BOTH E AND H rlELDS 

INTENSITY 

SINGLE 
·LINE 

MEASURED W=5.74 mW/kg 

b. 

-~ ---
~~ --
~~ 
~~~-~ 
~---..;;;; 

~ - --
- ·- - -

PROFILE 

A-A 

THEORETICAL W=6.62 mW/kg 

Figure 9. Thermograms and maximum values for SAR obtained from sphere 
models exposed to a parallel combination of both electric 
and magnetic fields. (All values pertain to full scale 
exposure conditions.) 
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SPHERE R=25.6 cm H 2= IA2/m2 sf=4.62 f=4.11 MHz 
SECTION PLANE II TO BOTH E AND H FIELDS 

INTENSITY PROFILE 

A-A 

MEASURED W=l9.I mW/kg THEORETICAL W = 11.46 mW/kg 

c. 

SPHERE R=25.6 cm H2 = I A2/m2 sf=4.62 f=4.11 MHz 
SECTION PLANE ..L TO BOTH E AND H FIELDS 

INTENSITY 

SINGLE 
LINE 

MEASURED W= 12.3 mW/kg 

d. 

PROFILE 

A-A 

THEORETICAL W=ll.46 mW/kg 

Figure 9. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained from sphere 
models exposed to a parallel combination of both electric 
and magnetic fields. (All values pertain to full scale 
exposure conditions.) 



PROLATE SPHEROID a=l9.6 cm a/b=3.13 H2= I A2/m2 f=l9 MHz 
. SECTION PLANE 1 TO BOTH E AND H FIELDS 

A-fl. 

,;. 

INTENSITY· 
/}.• j1;} .J111

.:• !.~",)/ ~: J;; l:.( :t: t 'h1\: . .'.!: 
i~ ~~r';~!,t· ~-ii ~\t;- \~t: rt f~ '*~ 1:1:~~ 

i\'. !1l i'.:i~- ~l1 7> -~i-~ ·/r ~-! ~~- ~~ 
·r~i J .. ~ "i'l~ !il> ~ ·. fri1 !r-~~ W ~:y, :i!: 

f~ •11- tz.: ,.!,f !11t·. ""·t.\ ri, ~'. h'", lr l, ,··m•_·, -.-...... : '\~- •1.f~ • , •· ~~ ~ 

.1.J .• ,• ~!: 'f'L ,nJ, ~;l ·ff··-::.~ i'•.-· ·~ ~'-

MEASURED W=43.5 mW/kg 

PROFILE 

8-8' 

THEORETICAL W=23.4 mW/kg 

a. 

PROLATE SPHEROID a=l9.6'cm a/b=3.13 H2 =1A2/m~ f=l9 MHz 
SECTION PLANE II TO BOTH E AND H FIELDS 

INTENSITY PROFILE 

B-8' 

MEASURED W=240 mW/kg THEORETICAL W=33.4 mW/kg 

b. 

Figure 10. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained from prolate 
spheroid models exposed to a parallel combination of both 
electric and magnetic fields. 



MAN BACK h= 1.74m E2= I V1/m2 
sf=4.62 f = 4.11 MHz 

I E 

INTENSITY SCAN PROFILE SCAN 

A-A 

W= 1.76 f-LW/kg 

a. 

MAN BACK h=l.74m E2 =IVo/.m2 sf=4.62 f=4.II MHz 

INTENSITY SCAN 

II 
ll 

C-C' 

W=0.165 

. I If D-D E-E' 

Figure 11. 

- . JI. 
ii• lllliiiir· 
1111• 1111!11111 

W=0.476 f-LW/kg W= 1.71 f-LW/kg 

b. 

Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 1.74 m 
high 70 kg man exposed to electric fields. (All values 
pertain to full scale exposure conditions.) 



. _;,f:' • MAN BACK h= 1.74m H2·= I A2/m2 sf=4.62 f = 4.11 MHz . ~~~· .. 

A-A 

H 
® 

INTENSITY SCAN 

a. 

PROFILE SCAN 

B-B' 

. W=15.4 mW/kg 

MAN BACK h=l.74m H2= I A2/m2 sf=4.62 f =4.11 MHz 

INTENSITY SCAN W=I0.9 mW/kg 

D-D' E-E' 

b. 
Figure 12. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 1.74 m high 70 kg man exposed to magnetic fields. (All values pertain to full scale exposure conditions.) 
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.. 
MAN h=l.74m E2

=I V2
/m2 

sf=4.62 f=4.11 MHz 

H 

INTENSITY SCAN PROFILE SCAN 

A-A 
B-8' 

W=l22 nW/kg W=l.02 µ,W/kg 

a. 

MAN h=l.74m E2=! V2/m2 
sf=4.62 f =4.11 MHz 

INTENSITY SCAN W=l30 nW/kg 

D-D' 
E-E' 

W=0.235 µW/kg 

b. Figure 13. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 1.74 m 
high 70 kg man exposed to electric and magnetic fields 
parallel to the frontal plane and perpendicular to the trans
verse plane. (All values pertain to full scale exposure 
conditions.) 



·, 

,. 
MAN h=l.74m H

2
=.I A

2
/m

2 
sf=4.62 f.=4.11 MHz 

A-A 

E 
® 

H 
®' 

INTENSITY SCAN PROFILE SCAN 

8-8' 

W= 14.6 mW/kg 

Figure 14. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 1.74 m 
high 70 kg man exposed to electric and magnetic fields per
pendicular to the frontal plane and parallel to the transverse 
plane. (All values pertain to full scale exposure conditions.) 

MAN h=l.74m.E
2
=IV2/m

2 
sf=4.62 f=4.IIMHz 

~: E --H 

INTENSITY SCAN PROFILE SCAN 

A-fJ: 

W=369 W=86.9 nW/kg W= 113 nW/kg 

Figure 15. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 1.74 m 
high 70 kg man exposed to electric and magnetic fields parallel 
to both transverse and frontal planes. (All values pertain to 
full scale exposure conditions.) 



PROLATE SPHEROID a=19.6 cm a/b=3.13 E2 = I V2/m2 f=l9 MHz 

INTENSITY A 

PROFILE 

SINGLE 
LINE 

X-Z PLANE Y-Z PLANE 
D 

E C c 

*" o· 

X 

C-C' 

0-D' 

TH~ORETICAL WMAX = 1.27 fLW/kg MEASURED WMAX = 0 W/kg 

a. 

Figure 16. Thermograms obtained from 3.13:1 prolate spheroid exposed 
in HF stripline. 
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1-
i j 
i 

PROLATE· SPHEROID a=l9.6cm a/b=3.13 
E2 = I V2/m2

: f = 19 MHz 
A 

~ A 

INTENSITY SCAN 

~ B-8' ,l'l!lmii• lVI· ll~Bill l~Ull!IJllffla.~•~D · llllalll• IDIIHl!Umll 
THEORETICAL WMAx= 285 nW/kg MEASURED WMAx= 0 W/kg 

b. 

Figure 16. Thermograms obtained from 3.13:1 prolate spheroid exposed in HF stripline. 



MAN h=l.74m E2 =1V 2/m2 sf=4.62 f=4.11 MHz 

E 

!.-H 
k 

INTENSITY SCAN 

llllHllll• IIIIIIIIII 
llllll!!llllllmllllUI 

A-tf.. · 1£1•• ll•• 1 
n. r.B 
11111~~-- . ~!!41• IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUDII 

W=0.841 µ.W/kg 

a. 

MAN h=l.74m H2 =IA2/m2 

ti. 

H 

Lk 
E 

INTENSITY SCAN 
.1~ \·i ... ~- -~A. lfl :P.: ff{, f:J~ ''.;. J~. () 
fri~ Jr! rs.·~-;~,. ti,, ~~ tt-i; ~\~ ~!.\{ fi 

e,,. iit: !!I :L). II :;J: ii;,;J;:> b: t.:. 
I I W;i ~ :~r ~·':~ :tt .. {1) f.'t t .. t· • 

W=O.O W/kg 

b. 

PROFILE SCAN 

B-8~ 

W= 3.12 µ..W/kg 

sf =4.62 f =4.11 MHz 

PROFILE SCAN 

I 

l . _ IJ• l~fSlil 
lll!lllll• d • llll!I 

W=37 I mW/kg 

8-8' 

Figure 17. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 1.74 m high 
70 kg man exposed in HF stripline. (All values pertain to full 
scale exposure conditions.) 



SPHERE 

INTENSITY 

PROFILE 

R = 3 cm RNc = I mW/cm2 f = 1600 MHz 

THEORETICAL WMAX= 2.0 W/kg 

X-Z PLANE X-Y PLANE 

.. __ 

~ 

?~:--------~ 

X-AXIS g _ 
~~• Ill!~· 
llliUlltllilll 

W=l.59 W/kg 

--- --------- ~-

· Figure 18. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 3 cm radius 
sphere exposed to 1600 MHz plane wave EM fields. 
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PROLATE SPHEROID a= 19.6 cm alb= 3.13 

RNc = I mW/cm2 f = 1600 MHz 

E 

s· cb-k 
H 

A 

INTENSITY SCAN PROFILE SCAN 

8-B' 

WMAX = 0.350 W/kg 

Figure 19. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 3.13:1 
prolate spheroid exposed to 1600 MHz plane wave EH fields. 



MAN h=0.58m F?Nc=I mW/cm2 sf=l.54 f=l200MHz 

E 

6-k 
H 

INTENSITY SCAN PROFILE SCAN 

A-A 

W= 1.36 W/kg W=2.54 W/kg 

a. 

Figure 20. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 58 cm high 2.6 kg man exposed to 1200 MHz plane wave EM fields. (All values pertain to full scale exposure conditions). 



MAN h=0.58m RNc=lmW/cm2 sf=l.54 f=l200MHz 

E 

J_k 
H 

INTENSITY SCAN 

E-E' 
W= 1.79 W/kg 

b. 

Figure 20. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 58 cm high 
2.6 kg man exposed to 1200 MHz plane wave EM fields. (All values 
pertain to full scale exposure conditions.) 



MAN h=0.58m RNc=I mV✓/cm2 sf=·l.54 f=l200MHz 

E 

i-H 
k 

INTENSITY SCAN 

A-If. 8-8' 

W=l.00 W/kg W=l.04 W/kg 
-----------------.. --. -

a. 

MAN h=0.58m RNc=lmW/cm2 sf=l.54 f=l200MHz 

c-c' 

INTENSITY SCAN W=l.16 W/kg 

F-F' 

W=l.02 W/kg W=0.934 W/kg W= 1.50 W/kg 

b. 

Figure 21. Therrnograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 58 cm high 
2.6 kg man exposed to 1200 MHz plane wave filf fields. (All values 
pertain to full scale exposure conditions.) 
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( -

MAN h=0.58m RNc=I mW/cm2
· sf=l.54 f=1200MHz 

A 
. 9' I 

I 

k 

IE 
H 

INTENSITY SCAN PROFILE SCAN 

A-A 8-8' 

----'---W-~0.574 W/kg W=0.487 _'!!}kg _______ _ _ _ 
a. 

MAN h=0.58m RNc=I mW/cm2 sf= 1.54 f =1200 MHz 

k r-E C-:-C' 
H 

INTENSITY SCAN W=0.198 W/kg 

D-D' E-E' 

W=0.254 W/kg W=0.142 W/kg 
-------·-----·--·--· ------------------------ ---·----····- -------

b. 

Figure 22. Therrnograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 58 cm high 
2.6 kg man exposed to 1200 MHz plane wave EM fields. (All values 
pertain to full scale exposure conditions.) 
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I, ~ 

MAN h=0.58m RNc= I mV✓/cm2 sf= 1.54 f =1200 MHz 

G-G' 

W=0.640 W/kg 

J-J' 

W=0.09I W/kg 

MAN h=0.58 m RNc= I mW/cm2 sf= 1.54 f =1200 MHz 

k 

lE K-K' 
H 

INTENSITY SCAN W=0.447 W/kg 

L-L' M-M' 

W=0.229 W/kg W=0.218 W/kg -- ·------ ·--- --·-------·-. 

d. 

Figure 22. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 58 cm high 
2.6 kg man exposed to 1200 MHz plane wave EM fields. (All values 
pertain to full scale exposure conditions.) 



i 
1600 MHz P,Nc = I mW/cm2 

SAGITTAL PLANE II TO ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS 

INTENSITY 

PROFILE 

SINGLE 
LINE 

PHANTOM MOUSE 4Og MOUSE 

0.692 W/kg 

a. 

Figure 23. Thermograms and maximum SAR values obtained for 40 g mice and 
a 200 g rat exposed to 1600,MHz plane wave EM fields. 
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.. 

1600 MHz 200g RAT P1Nc = I mW/cm2 

SAGITTAL PLANE 11 TO ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS 

A-A 
0393 W/kg 

b. 

PROFILE 

Figure Z3. Thermograms and maximum SAR values obtained for 40 g mice and 
a 200 g rat exposed to 1600 MHz plane wave EM fields. 
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STUB 
TUNER 

POLYETHYLENE 
ANIMAL· HOLDER 

a. 

b. 

INPUT FROM 
SOURCE 

I 
I 

• 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' 
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I 

~ 
I 

/ 

-- -·-------- ·-··· ------ .. -

Figure 24. Animal orientation and field configuration of microwave brain 
deactivations at University of Texas Medical School. 
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I ,., 

INTENSITY 

PROFILE 

SINGLE 
LINE 

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS 
2450 MHz 

SAGITTAL PLANE II TO ELECTRIC FIELD 

PHANTOM MOUSE 40g MOUSE 

~•,i• lilillllll 
L42 MW/kg 

a. 

A-A 

L68 MW/kg 

8-8' 

Figure 25., Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 40 g mice 
exposed in University of Texas microwave brain deactivator. 



INTENSITY 

PROFILE 

SINGLE 
LINE 

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS 
2450 MHz 

SAGITTAL PLAf,JE J_ TO ELECTRIC FIELD 
PHANTOM MOUSE . 40 g MOUSE 

B-B' 

0.94 MW/kg 

b. 

Figure 25. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 40 g mice 
exposed in University of Texas microwave brain deactivator. , 
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UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS 
2450 MHz 

SAGITTAL PLANE .. L TO WAVEGUIDE CROSS SECTION 

INTENSITY. 

PROFILE 

SINGLE 
LINE 

PHANTOM MOUSE 40g MOUSE 

A-A 

Figure 26. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 40 g mice exposed in University of Texas microwave oven brain deactivator. 



.. 
2450MHz 2OOg RAT 

SAGITTAL PLANE .l TO WAVEGUIDE CROSS SECTION 

A
B-

.INTENSITY 

A....,A 
122 kW/kg 

a. 

Figure 27. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 40 g mice 
and a 200 g rat'exposed in USAFSAM microwave brain deactivator. 
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l 

2450 MHz 
SAGITTAL PLANE ..l TO WAVEGUIDE CROSS SECTION 

INTENSITY 

PROFILE 

SINGLE 
LINE 

PHANTOM MOUSE 

9 -

b. 

40g MOUSE 

Ii~ 
r!ll!lliiiiiarll~lll 

122 kW/kg 

Figure 27. Thermograms and maximum values of SAR obtained for 40 g mice 
and a 200 g rat exposed in USAFSAM microwave brain deactivator. 
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1:1ser n1s1ruc12ons 
T,!I~ _'_Ab_s_o_rb_e_d_P_o_w_er_Lo_n_g_W_'a_v_e_l e_n_gt_h_._Ex_p_o_s,_ur_e_o_f_S_ph_e_ro_i_d __ ;..._ ____ Page_l_ of _2 _ 

_ Programmer ~A • .;...;.W_._G_u ..... Y _____________________ Date 1/10/76 

Absorbed Power Spheroid EMOlA 
mp .. :. - .. ,-'"""1-~1-.... ,--d 

STEP INSTRUCTIONS INPUT 
KEYS i OUTPUT 

DATA/UNITS : ~'ATA/UNITS -
1. Load Program I in reverse direction RTN II I 
2. Key in semi-major axis (a) a{cm} . R+ II a(cm) 

3. Key in semi-minor axis (b) b(cm} RlS II b/2 (cm) 

4. Load Program II in forward direction II 
5. Key in conductivity a(S/m} R+ II a(S/m) 

' II 6. Key in frequency f (Hz) R+ f(Hz) 

7. Key in electric field strength E E{v/m) I II 
8. 

~noose any of the following three options I II to-obtain max SAR 

(a)exposure to electric polariz. ~lear all flag' ~ I R/S II PpE(W/kq) 
/ if (b)exposure to magnetic polariz. •c1 ear flag 2 I fSFl II R/S PPM(W/kg) oreviouslv 

I set !fSFUI {c)exposure to cross polariz. l Clear flag 1 ) RlS Ppc (W/ka) .... 
, 

9. Calculate average SAR A II . 
PAT (W/kq) 

l 0. Calculate total absorbed power C II PT (W) 

11. Calculate Maximum SAR (same result as in 8) B I Pp (W/kg) 

12. Convert any SAR in x register 
to current dens-itv J D I J(ma/cm2) 

13. After any of steps 8-11 SAR I 
or power due to magnetic field component alone R,1, I PH(W/kg) 

or due to electric field component alone I R.i. II R.i. I pE(W/kg) 

14. With a new geometry begin step 2. With new II I 
freq. conductivity or field strenqth begin II J 
with step 5. With new exposure polarization II 
set appropriate flags and calculate as 

. II 
described in steps 9-11 in any order followed II 
by steos 12 or 13 as desired. II 

. . II 
II I 

A 
~ 

0 
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HP-65 Program Form 
Tale Absorbed Power Long Wavelength Exposure of Spheroid EMOlA 

Side l Geometric Constants 
Page_1 _of _2_. 

~WITCH TC WIPRGM. PRESS CD I PRGM ! TO CLEAR MEMORY. 

KEY CODE COMMENTS KEY CODE COMMENTS REGISTERS ENTRY SHOWN ENTRY SHOWN 

STO 7 a in y bin x {CL 2 U,-./2 Jn[] R1 Ar: 
f-1 u02/(u02 -1)-(u0/2J1nLJ --

1,Jx bl KLL 3 Uo2 - 1 
CHS X R2 Un/2 in[ 
x-+~v RCL 4 1. 21T A~=Ar 
STO 6 a 2 
f-1 . Ra Uo' -I 

rx al X l:3r: 
t a' - bl CJ 

1dstx aZ oJ/x R4 Un 
X-+ V STO 2 Al-l=Ar 1. 21T 
. RCL 3 u0 2 - 1 . Br 

STO 5 Uo2 RCL 3 Rs Un2 
f RCL 5 u0 2 

rx t 2u0 2 - l - -
SIU 4 Un . (un2-1 )(2u 0 2-1 )=b'-/(aL+b' . Rs a 
1 RCL 6 a 
t Un+ 1 X ... 

RCL 4 STO 4 Bc=abL/ (al+b'-) R7 b 
201 1cl stx a BH 
- Un - 1 • b2/(al+b'-) I 

. CHS Ra 
f l 

ln ln{un+l/Un-1) t aZ/(al+bl) . 
RCL 4 RCL 7 b Rg 

X X 
2 :)IU 3 B~=alb/(aZ+bl) 
• 4 LABELS 

STO 2 Un/2 1 n ( ) Enter A 
301 80 3 B 

- . C 
RCL 5 u,_2 Q D 
1 1T E 
- X 4ir/3 0 

STO 3 Un2 - 1 RCL 7 b 1 
X [u02-1][1- u0 /2 ln( )] f-1 

2 
1 ,Ix be: 3 . X 4 
2 I RCL 6 a 5 

-io9 90 X L4,r/,J abl 6 
1T EEx 7 
X ~H:::i 

8 
STO 4 1.21T . 3 9 

X X I 
Q STO 5 V=[4,rablx1O-JJ/3 FLAGS. 

1/x RCL 7 b 

:~ STO 1 Ar: 2 
RCL 5 Un2 . 
RCL 3 u_? - 1 <::Tfl 7 Bu = b/2 .. 

u"nf(un2 - 1) 1JG R/S ~-0 -

9320-0616 TO !'IECCRO PROGRAM INSERT MAGNETIC CARO WITH SWITCH SET AT WIPRGM. 
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- ' HP-65 User instructions 
.Title Absorbed Power Long Wavelength Exposure of Spheroid 

;,rogrammer A· W • Guy 

Page_2_of _2_ 

Date 1-10-76 

Absorbed Power Spheroid EMOlA 
Max . Total J i J 6::r-4 -1'""',:i ---t-11!,;.L-1-. _. """'1:"~ 

STEP INSTRUCTIONS 
INPUT 

KEYS 
OUTPUT 

DATA/UNITS DATA/UNITS 

1. Load Program I in reverse direction IRTN II 
2. Key in semi-major axis (a) a(cm) Rt JI a(cm) 

3. Key in semi-minor axis (b) b(cm) RLS II b/2(cm) 

4. Load Program II in forward direction II 
5. Key in conductivity a(S/m) B± II cr(S/m) 

6. Key in frequency f (Hz) 8t ] J f (Hz) 

7. Key in electric field strength E E(V/m) I 
l,noose any ot the rol lowing tnree options I 8. to obtain max SAR 

{a)exposure to electric polariz.(clear all fla; ~ I R/S J PpE(W/kg) 

(b)exposure to magnetic polariz.)clear flag 2 if nrev,ouslv fSFl I R/S PpM(Wikg) 

(c)exposure to cross polariz. j clear flag 1 set fSF2 II R/S Ppc (H/kg) 
~ 

9. Calculate Average SAR A II PAr(H/kg) 

1 o. Calculate total absorbed power C II Pr(W) 

11. Calculate maximum SAR(same results as in 8) 8 ii Pp(W/kg) 

12. Convert any SAR in x registar to 
current dens itv J D I J(ma/cm2 

13. After any of steps 8-11 SAR I 
or power due to magnetic field component alone R-+- [ pH {W/kg) 

or due to electric field component alone R+ I R-1- pE(W/kg) 

\ 14. Wi_th a new geometry begin with step 2. With II 
new freq, conductivity or field strength I[ 

, begin with step 5. With new exposure [ 

polarization set appropriate flags and I 
calculate as described in steps 9-11 in any I I 
order followed bv steps 12-13 as desired. I [ 

I II 
I 11 



.• ... :·~j 

' ~f''~-+ HP-65 Program Form 
• • 

t .. : Title Absorbed Power Long Wavelength Exposure of Spheroid · EMOlA 
· Side II Max and Avg SAR 

Page_2_of _1__ 

SWITCH TO W/PRGM 0 RESS ifl I PRGM ! TO CLEP.R MEMORY. 
~ 

KEY 1 CODE COMMENTS KEY I CODE COMMENTS REGISiERS ENTRY SHOWN ENTRY SHOWN 
g cr in z, f in y, E in X LBL Cale. peak SAR R1 Ar: 
1T B PAT in x, PAM in y, PAi:-
X ·rrE A in x and Bin w 
2 X .Bin x and w R2AH, Ar. 
X 2irE Rt Pni:-
x, 2irfE Enter 

• 
f-• Enter PnE in x,y,z~B in w R3BF rx (2irfE)l RCL 8 '21rf/c)Zaxlo-1 = K 

X cr(2irfE)l Rt B 
10 g Bof;.. I R4Br 

EEx ,Jx Bi::'. 
2 ,.._ X kBl 
3 Y X I U'-J tnter - Rs v . - Rt PAE = K(A/crJ'-

~IU ~ (2TifE/c)' cr x lo-, f Polarization test 
x-+ V TF2 flaQ Off-E or H. on -C Rs cr 
STO 6 (J t 
LBL calculate averaqe RTN Ppr.cool. 
A spec.absorp.rate(SAR) f R7 Bwb/2 

20~CL 3 BE,electric ,o.fx 'iR A/cr 
RCL l Ai:-'polariz. x-++Y KB' 
f Test for po1ariz. f Ra K= J TFl and select constants rx JK B (2TirE7c) 2crx~ 

RCL 7 BH,maqnetic t ~K {A/a + BJ . 
RCL 2 AHJpolar,z. f-l Rg 
f Test for oolariz. '1x 
TF2 RTN Ppr: or PPM 
RCL 3 BE.cross polariz LBL Cale Total LABELS 
RCL 2 Ar. J C Absorbed Power A Avq SAR 

·? 

3cRCL 6 a soA determine avg.SAR ·B Max SAR . A/cr RCL 5 V=total volume cTotal P I f-1 - Rt Pni:- oJ 
'-Ix {A/cr)' X PTr: total absorbed p 

E RCL 7 b/2 RCL 5 electric-field 

~~ . Rt PAM 
q. .4 X PTM total absorbed p 

!~ X b/~ RCL 5 magnetic field 
RCL 8 k Rt PAT 

X Kb/i::'. " X 5 
.io x-++--y (A/a}'- goRTN Pr total absorbed pwr. 

I I 6 lstx K LBL Calculate current 7 
X PaE avg SAR { E f 1 e Id ) D density 8 R+ kb/2 RCL 6 a 9 
X PAM avg SJl.R {H field) X cri::'.EL 

x• +Y B 1 FLAGS 
IH PAM 0 , - 1 H Pol . I 
t PAT avg SAR lE &. H) X d't.'-XIU 

2~ 
lstx PAM f 
x-++v Pl\T rx 

SC RTN PllT in X .PAM in y,PAi:-im 10RTN J current density . I 
9320-0616 TO RECORD PROGRAM INSERT MAGNETIC CAflO WITH SWITCH SET AT Wi?RGM 
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